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ABSTRACT

Libraries are one of our most valuable institutions. They cater to people of all demographics and provide services to patrons they wouldn’t be able to get anywhere else. The list of services libraries provide is extensive and comprehensive, although unfortunately, there are significant gaps in what our services can offer, particularly those regarding technology advancement and patron privacy. Though library classes on educating patrons’ privacy protection are a valiant effort, we can do so much more and lead the way, maybe not for the privacy industry but for our communities and patrons. Creating a strong foundational knowledge will help patrons leverage these new skills in their day to day lives as well as help them educate their families about common privacy issues. In this column, we’ll explore some of the ways libraries can utilize their current resources as well as provide ideas on how we can maximize their effectiveness and roll new technologies into their operations.

Though many libraries have policies on how they deal with patron privacy, unfortunately some policies aren’t very strong and oftentimes staff isn’t trained in the details of these policies. Fortunately, for libraries who don’t have these necessary policies, there are some, such as the San Jose Public Library, that offer their own as a framework. Those that do have a strong comprehensive policy must make sure they are enforcing and regularly updating it to comply with new technologies being released. It’s a daunting task, but as Article VI of the Library Bill of Rights says, “All people, regardless of origin, age, background, or views, possess a right to privacy and confidentiality in their library use. Libraries should advocate for, educate about, and protect people’s privacy, safeguarding all library use data, including personally identifiable information.” This means we have a responsibility to our patrons to do everything in our power to protect them and teach them to protect themselves.

This requires a concerted effort not just for technology and IT librarians, but for all library workers. A privacy policy means little if those on the front lines are either unaware of the policy or unsure how it is to be implemented. Therefore, all library staff should both understand the fundamental reasons behind library privacy policies and be trained in maintaining them. Libraries may consider implementing this training during staff development days or offer independent training sessions as needed.

Since the introduction of the Patriot Act, libraries stopped collecting patrons’ reading habits, but so many library integrated library systems (ILS) snag massive amounts of patron information we are unaware of. I’ve been administering our ILS for over two years and I just found another space where items are being unnecessarily retained that I didn’t notice before. An instance such as this calls for limiting personally identifiable information (PII) to what is strictly necessary.
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In limiting the PII gathered in the first place, library staff should consider the following questions: What information do libraries really need to collect to offer library cards or programming? Does your library really need patrons’ date of birth or gender? Probably not. If so, you shouldn’t be collecting it, and if you do, make sure you anonymize the data. Using metrics is vital to how libraries function, receive funding, and schedule programming. You can still use the information, but it should not be connected to a patron in any way.

After educating staff, we can educate patrons on developing better and safer practices regarding personal privacy and security in their daily lives. Practical examples range from teaching patrons how to create strong passwords and backup sensitive files to explaining how malware works and what the “cloud” actually is. This is a start, but it goes far beyond that. I’ve served many patrons who, even after taking courses on the subject, are overwhelmed by the security measures needed to protect themselves. This isn’t necessarily a sign that our classes are ineffective, but it does imply that new tactics are needed. Let’s look at a few examples.

Another version of PII that we often overlook are security measures such as closed-circuit television (CCTV) or security/police officers in our buildings. They often are either forgotten or outside the purview of the library itself. As the College of Policing states, “CCTV is more effective when directed at reducing theft of and from vehicles, while it has no impact on levels of violent crime.” While there are justifications for bringing this technology into the library, they should only be set up where needed, taking great care not to point them at patron or staff computers. If CCTV is needed, make sure to follow local retention laws and remove the footage as soon as its time has expired. This idea applies to all collected information. There is no reason to archive data beyond the date they can be destroyed as it puts the library and its patrons in a compromised position.

Law enforcement in the library is a tough thing to argue against in our current political climate. But studies have shown that police presence does little to deter crime and may actually disproportionately impact marginalized communities. Consider the purpose of law enforcement personnel and if their presence is actually necessary to the proper functioning of your library. In the event that you should have law enforcement come in with a subpoena that requires you to turn over your patron data, it’s important to have a canary warning that can be removed so your patrons understand what has happened.

Another way libraries can lead the way in protecting patron privacy both inside and outside the library is by supporting legislation that bans facial recognition software. This type of technology is becoming ubiquitous, but places have already started pushing back and libraries can be the epicenter of this movement. It’s already been banned in Oakland, San Francisco (one of the homes of this technology), as well as Somerville, Massachusetts, with groups like the Massachusetts Library Association unanimously putting out a moratorium on facial surveillance, which is the practice of recording ones face to create user profiles. There are other states that are working down this path and it’s overwhelmingly heartening to see libraries step up and in front of something they know would damage our communities. We ought to be activists, standing on the front lines and showing our patrons our deepest commitment to them.

Surely there are greater strides we can make, such as revising WiFi policies. WiFi is one of the most used services libraries offer and many libraries don’t use it to their full potential. For instance, some libraries turn off their WiFi when the building is closed, severely limiting patrons’
usage. It's a service we pay for and there is no reason it shouldn't be available at all times. Your IT service should make sure the WiFi is secure (it should be where it’s available at all hours or not). Unlimited access to WiFi becomes invaluable to users who need it for emergencies including completing work or accessing important online services when the library is closed. While we do have limited bandwidth and IT services must actively maintain WiFi security, libraries should make sure it’s available to the public as often as possible.

Now that we’ve covered using bandwidth when we aren’t open, let’s talk about libraries with excess bandwidth. No resource should go unused in the library. We have a limited budget and we should make sure every penny is used to serve our communities. One fantastic use of excess bandwidth — especially during closed hours — would be to set up a Tor relay in your library, an anonymity network that allows people to surf the internet with extra security and privacy in mind. It’s quite easy to set up and you can limit how much bandwidth it uses so you aren’t shorting anyone in your library. It’s a service used by groups such as journalists or activists who want to make positive change in the world and need a safe place to do so. Some are concerned that the Tor network is used for malicious intent but the Tor Project, the organization that runs the network, constantly works to ensure nothing like that is taking place. Also, anything solicitous you can find on the Tor network is available on the regular internet including places like Facebook or Craigslist, so the stigma of the network should be taken in context. The Tor Project routinely monitors the network and searches out illegal material (there are no hired killers on the Tor network). Given all this, you could help the network greatly by just partitioning a small amount of your bandwidth.

Libraries have the unique ability to be transformative. Unlike other non-profits or organizations, we have the ability to pivot. We can both change directions as needed and pave the way for our communities as leaders in the movement toward patron privacy. I leave you with a quote from Hardt and Negri: “...we share common dreams of a better future.”
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